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I. Common Factoring 

A. Definition: “Greatest Common Factor” (GCF) or “common factor” is a number or 
algebraic expression that appears in every term of the expression. 

B. Examples: 

i. 1263 2  xx  
a. Common Factor = 3 

b. Factored Form:  )42(3 2  xx  

 

ii. 3333332 61012 cbacabbca   

a. Common Factor = 32abc  

b. Factored Form:  )356(2 2223 babaabc   

 
 

II. Trinomials 
A. A trinomial may have a common factor, or may factor into the product of two 

binomials, or both. 

B. Standard form: cbxax 2  
C. To factor: Try to find possible combinations of the factors of “a” and “c” that will 

result in “b”. 
D. Example: 

i. )21(3363 33363 yxxyxxx   

ii. )2)(14(28122  xxxx  

iii. )3)(3(962  xxxx  

      2)3(  x  

iv. )4)(23(8103 2  xxxx  

v. )1)(3(34 3336  xxxx  

 
 

III. Difference of Two Squares 
A. Special Formula: 

i. ))((22 axaxax   

B. The difference of two perfect squares can always be factored at least once. 
C. The sum of perfect squares can never be factored. They result in imaginary roots. 
D. Examples: 

i. )91)(91(811 224 bbb   

  )31)(31)(91( 2 bbb   

ii. )4(4164 642642 zyxzyx   

           )2)(2(4 3232 zxyzxy   

iii. 92 x    Cannot be factored 
  

Factoring 
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IV. Sum & Difference of Two Cubes 
A. Special Formulas: 

i. ))(( 2233 aaxxaxax   

ii. ))(( 2233 aaxxaxax   

B. Hint for factoring: 
i. The sign between “x” and “a” in the first factor of the product will be the same 

sign as the sign between the two cubes. The sign between “ 2x ” and “ax” in the 
second factor will be the opposite sign. 

C. Examples: 
 
 

i. )42)(2(28 2333  xxxxx  

ii. )93)(3(327 2333  xxxxx  

iii. )42)(2()2(8 223333 bababxbaba   

iv. 323633 )4()3(6427 yzxzyx   

 )16129)(43( 42222 zyxyzxyzx   

 
 

V. Factoring by Grouping 
A. Method: Arrange the four terms in two groups of two terms each. Choose any two 

terms that have a common factor as a group. 
 
B. Remove any common factor from each group. 

 
C. Remove the common factor from the two terms that result in step 2. 

 
D. Warning: Not all expressions can be factored by grouping.  In fact, some polynomials 

cannot be factored by any method. 
 

E. Step-by-Step: 
i. cacbab    1. Two groups of two terms 

ii. )1()1(  acab   2.  Remove common factors 

iii. ))(1( cba     3.  Remove resulting common factors 

 
F. Examples: 

i. )(3)(32323 baybaxbybxayax   

           ))(33( bayx   

 
 

ii. )2(6)2(481246 233233  xyxxyyyxxyyx  

      )2)(46( 32  xyyx  

Same 

 
Opposite 
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VI. FACTOR COMPLETELY – Some problems may require more than one 
factoring step. 

 

1. 2452  xx  12. 42 x  
 
 

2. 
2

2 245 yxyx   13. 123 2 x     

 
 
 

3. 5242333 648 ecedcedc   14. yyx 22 8   

 
 
 

4. 34322 21147 yxyxxy   15. 80824 24  aa  

 
 
 

5. 92 x  16. 23 2510 aa   
 
 
 

6. 886 2  xx  17. 14 2 c  
 
 
 

7. xyyxyx 404030 23   18. 62 1516 me   

 
 
 

8. 814 x  19. 19 44 yx  

 
 
 

9. 1832  xx  20. 181 44 yx  

 
 
 

10. 4115 2  xx  21. 6364 yx   

 
 
 
 

11. 273 t  22. 1256 z  
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Factoring: Answers 
 
1. )3)(8(  xx  12. Cannot be factored. 

 

2. )3)(8( yxyx   13. )4(3 2 x    

 

3. )324(2 44232 edecdec   14. )1)(1)(1)(1(2 24  xxxxy  

 

4. )321(7 32 yxxyxy   15. )2)(53(8 22  aa  

 

5. )3)(3(  xx  16. )52(5 2 aa  

 
6. )2)(23(2  xx  17. )12)(12(  cc  

 
7. )2)(23(10  xxxy  18.  Cannot be factored. 

 

8. )9)(3)(3( 2  xxx  19. )13)(13( 2222  yxyx  

 

9. )6)(3(  xx  20. )13)(13)(19( 222222  yxyxyx  

 

10. Cannot be factored. 21. )4)(4( 6323 yxyxyx   

 

11. )93)(3( 2  ttt  22. )255)(5( 23  zzz  
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